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CHINESE LANGUAGE EDITION.
Although there have been many discussions about challenges faced by individuals going through East to West migrations, there
are few literary accounts about those moving from the West to the East. Yet these migrations are becoming more frequent now
due to advances in technology and the fact that a writer’s work can now involve an increasingly global audience. One way of
expressing these challenges is through writing memoirs. Xenotropism and the Awakening of Literary Expatriatism through Writing
Memoirs exemplifies the craft of memoirs written while living in a foreign country and explains how this is different from writing
from home. The book is a theoretical analysis of xenotropism based on the work of three prominent writers in China’s history:
Emily Hahn, Nien Cheng and Qiu Xiaolong. The author explores the relationship between xenotropism (turning towards foreign
ideals and practices), its complexities and challenges, and the writing of a memoir and its impact on mental health. This discourse
will contribute to new knowledge in the field of creative writing and Asian studies by illustrating how xenotropism or ‘turning
towards foreign ideals and practices’ results in both personal and artistic development and builds an understanding and
acceptance of different cultures within an individual. These processes of change and understanding, in turn, facilitate the writing of
a memoir, which is a cathartic process having a positive effect on one’s mental state. Readers interested in creative writing or
Asian literary studies will be able to understand the creative process behind writing memoirs from a combination of personal,
research-based, literary and theoretical perspectives.
Now a BBC Radio 4 Drama Series. Former dancer and party loyalist Wen Liping vanishes in rural China just before she was to
leave the country. Her husband, a key witness against a smuggling ring suspected of importing aliens to the US, refuses to testify
until she is found and brought to join him in America. A few days later, a badly mutilated body turns up in Shanghai's Bund Park. It
bears all the hallmarks of a triad killing.Â The US immigration agency, convinced that the Chinese government are hiding
something, send US Marshal Catherine Rohn to Shanghai to join the investigation. Inspector Chen, an astute young policeman
with twin passions for food and poetry, is under political pressure to find answers fast. When Catherine Rohn joins him he must
decide what is more dangerous: to hide the truth, or to risk unleashing a scandal that could destroy his career.
Now a BBC Radio 4 Drama Series. When Inspector Chen Cao agrees to do a translation job for a Triad-connected businessman
he is given a laptop, a 'little secretary' to provide for his every need, medical care for his mother. There are, it seems, no strings
attached . . . Then a murder is reported: Chen is loath to shorten his working holiday, so Sergeant Yu is forced to take charge of
the investigation. The victim, a middle-aged teacher, has been found dead in her tiny room in a converted multi-family house. Only
a neighbour could have committed the crime, but there is no motive. It is only when Chen returns and starts to investigate the past
that he finds answers. But by then he has troubles of his own.
Set in the height of China's Cultural Revolution, a soldier and his superior's wife carry an adulterous affair. They would
blasphemously destroy anything associated with Mao when they meet. The book is widely banned in China.
The gold standard for readers' advisory, this book represents an essential resource for LIS students and practicing librarians who
want to better understand readers, reading interests, and fiction and nonfiction genres.
Inspector Chen Cao of the Shanghai Police Bureau is summoned by an official of the Party to lead a highly charged corruption investigation.
Tentacles have spread through the police force, the civil service, the vice trade and deep into the criminal underworld. The principal figure
and his family have long since fled to the United States, beyond the reach of the Chinese government. But the network is still intact and it is
only a matter of time before it becomes stronger than before. Chen is charged - and it is a job he cannot refuse - with uncovering those
responsible, and destroying the organisation from the top down to its roots. In a twisting case that reunites him with his counterpart from the
US Marshals service - Inspector Catherine Rohn - Chen must find a measure of justice in a corrupt, expedient world.
The poems in the present collection are compiled chronologically. Some of them have appeared-either entirely or partially-in the Chen novels,
but with his writing in a hurry under the stress of the job, he usually takes time later to revise them, so the poems here may show difference,
sometimes substantial, from the original versions. And some of them, either written in his pre-inspector days, or conceived in fragments only
in his mind, now appear for the first time in the collection here.
A collection of five Inspector Chen short stories.
Inspector Chen must battle the political climate of Shanghai and seek the help of a former lover in order to solve the murder of a National
Model Worker who was a celebrity of utmost probity. Reprint.
Now a BBC Radio 4 Drama Series. 'The system has no place for a cop who puts justice above the interests of the Party. It's a miracle that I
survived as long as I did.' For years, Chen Cao managed to balance the interests of the Communist Party and the demands made by his job.
He was considered a rising star until, after one too many controversial cases that embarrassed powerful men, he found himself neutralised.
Under the guise of a promotion, he's been stripped of his title and his influence, discredited and isolated. Soon it becomes clear that his
enemies still aren't satisfied, and that someone is attempting to have him killed - quietly. Chen has been charged with the investigation into a
'Red Prince' - a high Party figure who embodies the ruthless ambition, greed and corruption that is on the rise in China. But with no power,
few allies, and his own reputation and life on the line, he knows he is facing the most dangerous case of his career.
From the author of the Anthony Award-winning Death of a Red Heroine, a new Inspector Chen Mystery
Published originally in the pages of Le Monde, this collection of linked short stories by Qiu Xiaolong has already been a major bestseller in
France (Cite de la Poussiere Rouge) and Germany (Das Tor zur Roten Gasse), where it and the author was the subject of a major television
documentary. The stories in Years of Red Dust trace the changes in modern China over fifty years—from the early days of the Communist
revolution in 1949 to the modernization movement of the late nineties—all from the perspective of one small street in Shanghai, Red Dust
Lane. From the early optimism at the end of the Chinese Civil War, through the brutality and upheaval of the Cultural Revolution, to the death
of Mao, the pro-democracy movement and the riots in Tiananmen Square—history, on both an epic and personal scale, unfolds through the
bulletins posted and the lives lived in this one lane, this one corner of Shanghai.

Inspector Chen is excluded from a poetry case as he awaits possible disciplinary action, leaving him to reflect on his
career . . . but does his past hold a clue to the poetry case?After a number of grueling cases Chief Inspector Chen is
facing mounting pressure from his superiors, many of whom are concerned with where his loyalties lie. What's more, he
is excluded from an investigation into an incendiary poem posted on an online forum.Wracked with self-doubt and facing
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an anxious wait to discover the fate of his career, Chen is left to reflect on the events that have led to where he is now from his amateur investigations as a child during the Cultural Revolution, to his very first case on the Shanghai Police
Force.Has fighting for the Chinese people and the morals he believes in put him in conflict with the Party? Why is he
being kept away from the new case? As well as his career, is his life now also at risk?
Taking heat from officials because of his probe into a sensitive corruption case, Chief Inspector Chen Cao of the
Shanghai Police Department finds himself caught up in what could be the most dangerous case of his career when the
bodies of two young women dressed in identical red mandarin dresses turn up, igniting fears of the city's first sexual
serial killer. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
Chief Inspector Chen is assigned to investigate a group of environmental activists trying to tackle the pollution issues in
China. The case is supposed to be simple, but it is complicated by Chen having history with the leader of the group.
Meanwhile Detective Yu is on the trail of a serial murderer.
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Simplified Chinese edition of Street of Eternal Happiness: Big City Dreams Along a Shanghai Road
Reading texts from across the world, this book examines the depiction of ‘the foreigner' in popular 20th and 21st century
crime writing.
Chief Inspector Chen wanted to be a poet, but the authorities gave him a job in the Shanghai Police Department. He is
an excellent detective, but he can never escape the struggle between what the Party wants and what justice demands.
The first three novels in Qiu Xiaolong's awardwinning series offer a glimpse into a fascinating country on the rise and an
honourable man making his way in a world that does not always reward honesty.
Chief Inspector Chen Cao of the Shanghai Police Department is often assigned cases considered politically "sensitive," and now the Minister
of Public Security insists that Chen personally take on a 'special assignment.' Leery of international embarrassment, the party is concerned
about rumors related to Chairman Mao. Jiao, the granddaughter of an actress who had a 'special relationship' to Mao has moved into a luxury
apartment and become involved with a new social set centered around the remnants of pre-Communist Shanghai society. All without any
visible means of support. Worried that Jiao has inherited some sort of artifact that could prove damaging to Mao's reputation, Chen has been
given a few short days to infiltrate her social circle, determine if the feared material exists and, if it does, retrieve it quietly. And if he fails to
solve this 'Mao case,' the consequences will be unpleasant for all concerned.
The Tang and Song Dynasties of China are often referred to as the high points of culture in the history of Chinese civilization. The hundred
poems featured in this book- carefully selected by translator and literature scholar, Qiu Xiaolong-represent the most famous and poignant of
these poems. The Tang Dynasty poets were known for their distinctive personal styles and their rich and textured poems, while the Song
Dynasty poets were known for their lyricism and depictions of town life.
An anthology featuring the world's greatest mystery authors writing about theworld's greatest mystery novels.
"Fascinating... Xiaolong writes with both urgency and grace about modern China is another well-crafted mystery" - Booklist Starred Review
Inspector Chen is on the case of a serial murderer when he is called away to report on environmentalists trying to tackle the pollution issues
in China. Chief Inspector Chen and Detective Yu Guangming are brought into a serial murder case when the Homicide squad proves
incapable of solving it. But before Chen can make a start, he is called away by a high-ranking Party member for a special assignment: to
infiltrate a group of environmental activists meeting to discuss the pollution levels in the country and how to prompt the government into
action. Chen knows it will be a far from simple task, especially when he discovers the leader of the group is a woman from his past.
Meanwhile, Yu is left to investigate a serial murder case on his own. Both Chen and Yu face pressure from those above to resolve the cases
in a satisfactory way . . . even if that means innocents face the punishment.
????Chinese University Press????
A story about young women lovers in Taiwan, their love, struggles and life as different group of people in the society.
This book is a photographic exploration of life in the old and rapidly disappearing quarters of Shanghai, with accompanying poems and
essays by the author of fiction and poetry, Qiu Xiaolong. The photographs, all taken in a documentary style over a period of five years,
represent an intimate and invaluable visual natural history of a way of life in the workers’ quarters and other central districts of the city that
held sway throughout the 20th century and into the early years of the 21st century, before yielding to the ambitious ongoing efforts at urban
reconstruction. Mr. Qiu, whose best-known books are largely set in this old city, where his protagonist Inspector Chen walks around in
investigations, is suited like few others to provide a lyrical accompanying text whose purpose is to celebrate the life, beauty and texture of this
world before it has vanished altogether. No photographer has pursued this subject with more dedication and persistence than Mr. French,
whose photographs of Shanghai have been exhibited on four continents. Taken together, the work of these two contributors offers compelling
esthetics and lasting historical value for lovers of Shanghai, past, present and future.

To tea, or not to tea? That is no question! A tea collector and addict spills the leaves. The author is a vegetarian, non-smoker and
teetotaler - but should one not have at least one vice? Brutally honest and in a comprehensive way, he reveals his experience with
his addiction to finding increasingly better teas for the daily dose and the constantly growing collection. But that is not all, he also
freely discloses how he treats the most tender leaves and buds with boiling water, some of which is even bubbling. In addition to
providing personal experiences, the book also serves as a thorough guide and reference book, covering tea varieties and cultivars
as well as the topics of purchasing, storing, choosing the right water, the various ways of brewing and the fitting accessories.
Furthermore, more than 200 different teas are presented, both world-renowned standards as well as some personal favorites and
curiosities. THIS EDITION CONTAINS EXACTLY THE SAME TEXT AS THE REGULAR EBOOK OR PAPERBACK, BUT MOST
OF THE PHOTOS HAVE BEEN REMOVED. IN OTHER WORDS, THIS VERSION IS TEXT-ONLY WITH A FEW EXCEPTIONS.
PLEASE MAKE SURE TO PICK THE REGULAR VERSION IF YOU PREFER TO HAVE YOUR READING EXPERIENCE
ENHANCED BY A WIDE VARIETY OF PHOTOS.
Now a BBC Radio 4 Drama Series. When Chief Inspector Chen Cao is offered a week's break at a luxurious resort near Lake Tai,
he accepts immediately. Increasingly worn out by the politics of his job, the opportunity to relax and recover sounds like heaven.
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But the beautiful lake he remembers is much changed: covered by algae, its waters have been polluted by waste from local
manufacturing plants. Even the local food is dangerous to eat. Is this the cost of progress in the new China? Then his holiday is
fatally disturbed: the boss of one of the most polluting businesses has been murdered and the leader of a local ecological group is
the prime suspect. Inspector Chen must tread carefully if he is to uncover the truth behind the death and find justice for both the
victim and the accused.
???????????????????·???????
Chief Inspector Chen, facing possible disciplinary action, is excluded from a new investigation that has seen a poem said to be
criticising the current government removed from the Internet. Left fearing for his career he finds himself reflecting on his life
growing up during the Cultural Revolution and his previous cases.
Chief Inspector Chen Cao never had a choice about his career. A poet by training, he was assigned to the Shanghai Police
Department after college. To his own surprise, he became an excellent detective, and now he's in line to take over the top political
position in the department. Which is why the Party has chosen him for the investigation into the death of Zhou Keng. Zhou Keng
was running the Shanghai Housing Development Committee when a number of his corrupt practices were exposed. Removed
from his position and placed into detention, he apparently hanged himself while under guard. The Party is anxious to have Zhou's
death declared a suicide, but the sequence of events doesn't quite add up. Now Chen will have to decide what to do - follow the
party line, or seek the justice his position requires and risk angering powerful people...
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